
 

 

 
Dunmore Quarry CCC Meeting Minutes: 7 August 2019 
 
  

Details  

Meeting Date: 7 August 2019 

Meeting Location: Dunmore Quarry Conference Room 

CCC Member 
Attendees: 

JB (Committee Chairperson) 
KB (Dunmore House Representative) 
MS (Swamp Road Representative) 
AP (Croome Vale Rd Representative) 
 
*Note - full names of community members have been removed from 
meeting minutes for the purpose of publication on the quarry’s website 

Boral Attendees: Chris Brown (Boral Dunmore Quarry Production Manager) 
Stuart McLean (Boral Dunmore Quarry Production Supervisor) 
Matthew Banks (Dunmore Sand and Soil (DSS) Quarry Manager) 
Ben Williams (Environmental Coordinator, Dunmore) 
Kate Jackson (Regional Manager (NSW/ACT), Boral Land & Property 
Group) 
 

Community Member 
Attendees: 

SH (Minnamurra Community Representative) 
CP (Croome Vale Rd Representative) 
BW (Dunmore Lakes Community Member) 

Council Member 
Attendees: 

Mark Miller (Senior Compliance Officer, Shellharbour City Council) 

Apologies: James Collings (Operations Manager (Metropolitan), Boral Quarries 
(NSW/ACT)) 

Distribution: As above 
Georgia Dragicevic (NSW Department of Planning, Infrastructure and 
Environment (DPIE)) 

Regarding: Meeting of the Boral Dunmore Quarry CCC 

 
  
Meeting Item Description 

Welcome and 
Introduction 

Meeting commenced 16:35. 
JB welcomed everyone and briefly opened the floor for introductions.  

Confirmation of 
minutes from 
previous meeting 

JB asked if there were any matters arising from previous meetings. No 
comments were received and the minutes were accepted by the 
Committee. The first item of business was a declaration of pecuniary 
interests. It was minuted that KB had to declare that she had entered into a 
commercial agreement with Boral for purposes of accessing her land to 



 

 

collect data. 

Correspondence No correspondence was received since the previous meeting. 

Business Arising A summary of the action items from the last meeting was presented. 
Action Item 1:  
CCC forms were sent to Mark Miller for completion.  
All forms completed (Closed). 
Action Item 2: 

Investigate material at Croome Vale Rd for AP.  
Investigation into the material has been undertaken and findings will be 
discussed later in the meeting. Follow-up actions are detailed in actions list 
for next meeting (Ongoing). 
Action Item 3: 
Invite AP to inspect seeding of amenity bund to confirm if further in-fill 
planting required 
Brodie caught up with AP and discussed options. Vegetation is taking hold 
at southern end and further infill planting has been scheduled in Spring 
(Ongoing). 
Action Item 4: 
Update to be provided on status of MOD 11 
Ben sent out texts and emails regarding the approval of MOD 11. Mark 
Miller confirmed that the DA had been approved by Council (Closed). 
Action Item 5:  
Update on Sydney Trains and ‘Farm Stay’ proposal.  
Details were provided during meeting (Ongoing). 

Progress of 
Operations 

• Dust pile removed from the Level 2 area and relocated to Level 4 for 
westerly wind protection. 

• An independent audit of dust suppression in the plant is scheduled for 
this month. Focus will be on older sections of the plant with a view to 
updating dust suppression systems. BW enquired about noise 
emissions from crusher doors in early mornings. Brodie will investigate 
and report back findings at the next meeting.  

• Extraction is moving west and downward to the lower benches. As 
extraction moves west overburden will be exposed and moved. 
Blasting will mostly take place on the lower benches for production. 

• Vegetation taking hold on the West Croome wall. Further hydro-
seeding of the northern sections will take place in Spring. 

• Mines Department conducted an audit recently on the plant’s structural 
integrity. The plant is compliant but a few improvements are required 
for the older section. These will be completed in the coming months. 

• Mines Department also scheduled inspections for fire and the mobile 
plant, as well as a supervision assessment which resulted in positive 
feedback. 

• In the next 6 months: 
o The construction of the new blending plant has started since 

the last meeting. Due for completion in September. 
o Vehicle and Pedestrian Management Plan upgrades underway 

with positive results for site safety. 
o Recent down shift in the internal market has triggered a 

restructure at Dunmore and a review of production hours. 



 

 

 

Environmental 
Monitoring and 
Management 

Ben Williams provided an update on environmental monitoring over the last 
6 months. Points of interest were: 

 Trends in deposited dust data were discussed. Generally the 
Summer results were higher than Winter which is to be expected 
based on historical trends. Dust levels were generally below the 
4g/m2/month average level from Feb- Jun 2019. PM10 levels were 
below short- and long-term criteria. 

 There were elevated readings for February due to the NSW-wide 
dust storm experienced on the 12th and 13th which contaminated the 
monthly results.  

 Blast monitoring results were presented. February to June results 
were below limits for airblast overpressure and ground vibration for 
all blasts. 

 AP mentioned the Fox residents contacted them regarding blasts 
causing disturbance at their property. Although blasting results were 
well within compliance limits for amenity, Brodie and Chris will catch 
up with them to investigate and discuss. Updates will be provided 
next meeting. 

 Approval was granted for the updated Air Quality Management Plan, 
Blast Management Plan, Flora and Fauna Management Plan and 
Offset Strategy 

 The updated Water Management Plan and Rehabilitation 
Management Plan have been submitted. The site is still awaiting 
approval from the Department of Planning, Infrastructure and 
Environment for these plans. 

 On 26 July, Matt Fuller from the EPA rang the site with a complaint 
from a member of the community who observed a dust plume from 
the processing plant on 24 July. An investigation was undertaken to 
determine on-site dust controls and off-site dust levels. These results 
were forwarded to Matt and we are awaiting a response from the 
EPA. In the interim, an independent audit of dust suppression in the 
plant has been scheduled. 

 This complaint was registered in the complaints register for inclusion 
on the website. An update will be provided at the next meeting. 

 After the last meeting, site personnel followed up inquires by AP in 
regard to material being transported to and left on Croome Vale Rd 

 During the inspection it was discovered the adjacent landowner had 
employed contractors who were placing non-compliant fill on Boral’s 
land without consent. 

 Trucks were intercepted and instructed to immediately halt transport 
of the material. Details of the company transporting this material 
were forwarded to the EPA. An investigation was undertaken by the 
EPA. Investigations found that the material was contaminated with 
small traces of asbestos waste.  

 As a result, a clean-up notice was issued to the generator who has 
until 30 September 2019 to clean up and legally dispose of the 
material. 

 Updates will be provided to AP and the CCC regarding the status of 



 

 

the clean-up. Boral thanked AP for notifying them of this activity. 
Kate mentioned she will discuss with the EPA the options to remove 
a pile close to AP’s property.  

 The EPA and Councils are receiving increasing numbers of reports 
of fill being delivered to unsuspecting property owners with false 
promises that it is clean and harmless, only to find that it is 
contaminated. Ben requested if any members see suspicious activity 
or illegal dumping in the area, please notify Boral staff ASAP. 

 In the next 6 months: 
o The new ‘real time’ air quality monitoring machines are being 

commissioned and will be operational in late September.  
o After a transitional period and validation, these will replace the 

dust bottles. 
o The monitors be will connected to solar panels. 
o The weather station located on Rocklow Road will also be 

upgraded to connect to these machines. 
o This new system will eliminate instances where results are 

skewed by events such as bushfires and dust storms. 
o This system will allow for a proactive approach to dust 

management on the site. 
o Hydro-seeding of the northern section of the amenity bund will 

continue. Infill seeding will also be completed as required. 

Planning and 
Development 

Kate Jackson presented information about Modification 11 (MOD 11) and 
updates on the Sydney Trains and ’farm stay’ proposals. Points of interest 
were: 

 MOD 11 has been approved by Council. 

 Updates were given on the ‘Farm Stay’ proposal. As per last 
meeting, the proposal was rejected by Council on 21 August 2018 
and a Court appeal is pending. The applicant is due to submit 
amended plans and the proposal will be re-notified. Updates will 
continue as they occur. 

 There were no updates to report on the Sydney Trains proposal from 
the last CCC meeting. 

 

General Business It was requested that site visits be organised for next meeting for those who 
missed last Summer’s visit. 

Next Meeting Wednesday 19 February at 15:30 (site visit scheduled before meeting).  

Meeting Close 17:40 

 
    
Action Items Arising From Meeting 

Action No. Details Responsibility Due 

1 Contact Fox residence about Dunmore 
Quarry blasting. Provide updates to AP and 
CCC 

Brodie 
Bolton/Chris 
Brown 

Next meeting 

2 Discuss with EPA the need for removing the 
pile in front of AP’s property. Provide AP 
details of clean up notice issued in relation to 
contaminated materials dumping in and 

Ben 
Williams/Rod 
Wallace/Kate 
Jackson 

As available 



 

 

adjacent to Boral land 

3 Provide updates on Croome Vale Rd incident 
(ongoing)  
 

Ben Williams Next meeting 

4 Investigate noise emissions from crusher 
doors in early mornings (from 6am) raised by 
BW.  
 

Brodie 
Bolton/Chris 
Brown 

Next meeting 

5 Report back to CCC regarding the 
investigations arising from the July dust 
complaint received by EPA. 

Ben Williams Next meeting 

6 Organise site visits for interested parties Brodie 
Bolton/Chris 
Brown 

Next meeting 

 


